Right Wave
Pin o t Noir

VINTAGE :
VARIETAL COMPOSITION:
GROWING AREA:

2013
100% Pinot Noir
Leyda Valley

“Our new Waves Series wines are inspired in our respect and admiration to
our South Pacific Coast. The Pacific Ocean in constant change and
movement strongly influence the cool climate conditions of our Leyda
vineyards and has shaped through millions of years the geography of the
valley. These are wines dedicated to the ocean and to the fresh intense
pure flavours we are blessed to achieve”

WINEMAKING DETAILS:
The grapes are handpicked and carefully transferred into the winery for
processing.
Once in the winery the grapes went through a delicate bunch selection
process prior destemming and crushing. The must was cold macerated for
5 days at 8ºC to maximize primary aromas retention. Fermentation was
carried out in open tank fermenters at 26 - 24ºC with native yeast. The
gentle extraction programme with manual pigeage ensures intense deep
flavors and a soft mouth feel.
Our Wave Series are unmasked wines a pure reflection of what we get on
the vineyards, the wines are bottled young without any oak contact to
shows the character, vibrancy and freshness Pinor Noir can achieve in the
South Pacific coast of Chile.

TASTING NOTES:
This Pinot Noir has a light ruby colour. The nose has fresh cherry, pure
raspberry, soft spicy notes of cinnamon, mocha and gentle earthy notes.
Balanced and vibrant our Wave Series Pinot Noir has perfumed fruit
aromas and a juicy vibrant mouthfeel.
Enjoy and let pur Wave Series Pinot Noir bring you close to the ocean, we
want you to feel the sea breeze in every sip.

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Alcohol content:
Total Acidity:
pH:
Residual Sugar:

13.7 % vol.
5,72 g/l (Expressed in Tartaric Acid)
3.64
1.68 g/l

AGEING POTENTIAL:
2 to 3 years. This is a hand crafted wine to drink young.

FOOD SUGGESTIONS:
Food suggestions: It’s great served with fish, chicken and pork but goes
perfectly with lamb and rosemary potatoes.

